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I. Project Description:
In response to the needs for capable heavy equipment operators for various projects such
as the Source 177 Access Road Construction Project within the community of
Tuktoyaktuk E. Gruben’s Transport Ltd. (EGT) delivered a Heavy Equipment Training
Program in Tuktoyaktuk from the EGT base camp facility. EGT worked in partnership
with the Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk, Tuktoyaktuk Community Corporation and Aurora
College to plan and deliver the course. The Heavy Equipment Training Program
commenced on September 14, 2009 and concluded on October 24, 2009.
As a member of the Local Labor Market Partnership (LLMP) Aurora College
administered the Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program. The established
Program was made of compulsory and optional courses with the following objectives: to
train students as Heavy Equipment Operators capable of operating the equipment at a
basic entry level for employment; competently and safely operate the equipment;
understand and perform required safety checks and maintenance on equipment; perform
basic construction procedures associated with the equipment; understand the working of
the vehicles systems; and understand and demonstrate standard required criteria for future
employment. Upon successful completion of the program students received certification
recognizing they have the knowledge, skills, and experience for employment at a basic
entry level.
The Heavy Equipment Training Operators Program schedule was designed to ensure
sufficient training time to provide an entry-level set of skills, knowledge and experience
of heavy equipment operating to fulfill the objectives mentioned above. Accordingly, the
course was held over six weeks and class was scheduled daily from nine in the morning
until six in the evening. Students received training everyday except Sunday.
Both the theoretical and practical components of the Program operated out of the EGT
base camp facility in Tuktoyaktuk. The first two weeks of the Program were designated
for theory only. Classroom instruction was delivered in the library for eight hours a day.
The primary medium of teaching was lecture. Trainees participated in group discussion
and were given written exams. Those trainees who lacked literacy skills were given
additional assistance in order to ensure they understood the course material, and could
competently complete their work, and thus were able to operate and service the
equipment safely and properly. Course materials included an Aurora College Heavy
Equipment Operator Program textbook, the Northwest Territories Transportation Air
Brake Manual: Training and Reference Guide Supplement Handbook and the Northwest
Territories Transportation Professional Operator’s Licence Information Supplement
Handbook.
Each student was required to take the following compulsory courses: ‘First Aid’;
‘Introduction to Heavy Equipment Operator’; ‘Introduction to the Knowledge and Use of
Heavy Equipment’; ‘Introduction to Equipment Systems’; ‘Preventative Maintenance
Procedures’; ‘Interpret Construction Survey Specifications’ and ‘Dual Circuit 121 Air
Brake System.’ Several optional courses were also available to trainees.
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In addition to the theoretical component, students were trained on two pieces of heavy
equipment. EGT trucks and equipment were used to provide a training environment that
involved real and relevant work experience. The training equipment included a
Caterpillar D6D Dozer, Caterpillar D7G Dozer, Champion 720A Grader, Caterpillar
IT28G Wheel Loader, Caterpillar 950G Wheel Loader, and a Tandem Axle Body Job
Truck (class three truck). In addition a Ford 350 Super Duty Cab Crew was designated
for the head instructor to provide transportation to and from training sites and a Crew
Van was used to transport students.
Mr. Sam Klemic served as head instructor, and was provided with meals and
accommodation at EGT base camp facility. He was also given a Ford 350 Super Duty
Cab Crew truck to supervise different training sites. Mr. Peter Louie Sr. served as local
assistant instructor and was provided with meals and fuel for his personal vehicle.
The Program contained ten trainees. Eight of the trainees were sourced from Tuktoyaktuk
with the remaining two trainees sourced from the community of Inuvik. The local
Tuktoyaktuk trainees were provided with daily transportation to and from EGT’s base
camp facility, as well as meals. The two out of town trainees were provided with airfare
to and from Tuktoyaktuk and Inuvik, as well as meals and accommodations at EGT’s
base camp facility. All students received industry safety equipment including work boots,
coveralls, safety helmets, etc. In addition, all trainees received a daily per diem of $75.00
with a total per diem amount of $2625.00.
The Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program students have gained knowledge,
skills, and experience of Heavy Equipment Operating and will be an asset to future
employers. They have been provided with a foundation to advance within the industry.
II. Project Evaluation:
To better understand the strengths and weaknesses of the Heavy Equipment Operators
Training Program delivered in Tuktoyaktuk at E. Gruben’s Transport Ltd. (EGT) the
project evaluation section of the Report is divided as follows:
1.0 Background and Rationale
2.0 Components of Evaluation
3.0 Stakeholder Benefits
4.0 Lessons Learned and Recommendations for Future training
5.0 Summary Results/ Statistics
In order to make an informed evaluation, discussions were held with the trainees,
instructors, and stakeholders including EGT management. Instructor Sam Klemic and
Peter Louie gave daily oral reports on the progress of the program. The trainees also
completed course evaluations.
1.0 Background and Rationale
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The current Tuktoyaktuk Source 177 Access Road Project and the various projects in the
Inuvialuit Settlement Region including the Johnson Point Cleanup Project have created
demand for skilled workers, including heavy equipment operators. The Inuvialuit
Regional Corporation and local Inuvialuit organizations have been working extensively
to provide training to their beneficiaries so that beneficiaries can take advantage of
employment in as many areas as possible.
2.0 Components of Evaluation
2.1 Quality of Training Program Curriculum
Aurora College administered the ‘Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program’ course
curriculum. The Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program is an established
Program offered at Aurora College campuses. Trainees were provided with an Aurora
College Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program textbook, Northwest Territories
Transportation Air Brake Manual: Training and Reference Guide Supplement Handbook
and Northwest Territories Transportation Professional Operator’s Licence Information
Supplement Handbook.
Strengths:
•
•
•

Curriculum provided an all-encompassing entry-level education, including
theoretical education and experiential learning.
Textbooks were useful and conducive to student success.
Successful trainees were recognized with Aurora College certification.

Weaknesses:
•
•

Lack of diversity in the mediums of teaching. No audio or video.
Few in the field “projects” designed for students to participate in and accomplish.

2.2 Quality of Instructor and Assistant Instructors
Sam Klemic served as head instructor for the Program. Mr. Klemic has over fifty years of
work experience in the construction industry and thirty years of construction industry
instructing. Peter Louie was the assistant instructor. Mr. Louie has over thirty years
experience working in the construction industry and is currently co-owner of the water
delivery services of Tuktoyaktuk, NT.
Strengths:
•
•
•

Instructors have a wealth of experience working in different environments
including remote, local, and southern locations.
Instructors were knowledgeable, friendly, approachable and available for help.
Local Tuktoyaktuk instructors obtained.
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•

Aboriginal instructors obtained.

Weaknesses:
•
•

Students complained that Sam Klemic could be too “chatty” during times of
instruction.
No female instructors. (There were no female candidates to choose from.)

2.3 Recruitment and Selection Process of Trainees
Recruitment for the ‘Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program’ was accomplished
through community advertisement, CBC radio announcements, local Tuktoyaktuk bingo
announcements, word of mouth and community outreach to the Mackenzie Delta
Beaufort communities including Tuktoyaktuk, Paulatuk, Sachs Harbor, Uluhaktok
(Holman Island), Inuvik, Aklavik, and Fort McPherson.
Applicants were selected based on the following criterion: Inuvialuit beneficiary or First
Nation Status, quality of application, and location of applicant. Requirements to complete
a full application included minimum 18 years of age; minimum grade nine Math and
English; class five driver’s license; driver’s medical examination; resume with
references; and one letter of reference.
Strengths:
•
•
•

Recruitment was inclusive to Inuvialuit beneficiaries and First Nations.
Trainees were recruited from Mackenzie Delta- Beaufort area communities, not
just Tuktoyaktuk.
Applicants were strongly encouraged to apply and given as much assistance as
needed to complete their applications.

Weaknesses:
•
•
•
•

Outreach was difficult in Paulatuk, Sachs Harbor and Uluhaktok.
Generating interest and motivation to complete the Program application on behalf
of local Tuktoyaktuk applicants required a lot of work. Many individuals had to
be contacted personally and be persuaded to apply to the Program.
Limited number of eligible Tuktoyaktuk applicants. Many potential applicants do
not hold a Class 5 licence.
Only one woman applied. (She was accepted but later dropped out).

2.4 Numbers and Makeup of Trainees
Ten trainees were accepted in the Program. All ten trainees were Inuvialuit beneficiaries.
All ten trainees were men.
Strengths:
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•
•
•

Space availability for ten trainees was optimal, giving each trainee sufficient and
attentive training.
Overall student attendance was good.
All trainees successfully passed the Heavy Equipment Operators Program.

Weaknesses:
•
•

No women participated in the course.
Three trainees who were chosen to participate in the Program in the initial
selection process had to be replaced due to various reasons.

2.5 Quality of EGT Rental Equipment
The training equipment included a Caterpillar D6D Dozer, Caterpillar D7G Dozer,
Champion 720A Grader, Caterpillar IT28G Wheel Loader, Caterpillar 950G Wheel
Loader, and a Tandem Axle Body Job Truck (class three truck). In addition a Ford 350
Super Duty Cab Crew was designated for the head instructor to provide training to and
from training sites, as well as a Crew Van to transport students.
Strengths:
•

Equipment was industry quality, and provided real and relevant driving
experience.

Weaknesses:
•

Equipment availability was limited.

2.6 Quality of EGT Classroom Facility
The Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program theoretical component was held in
the library of EGT base camp facility. Tables, chairs, a drawing board, a couch, television
and VCR were provided.
Strengths:
•
•

The library room was the optimal size to create an affable and supportive work
environment.
EGT base camp facility provided a work environment for real and relevant
experience within the industry.

Weaknesses:
•

Trainees said the library was “warm”. (Fans were then provided.)
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2.7 Local Tuktoyaktuk Community Support
Local Tuktoyaktuk stakeholders of the Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program are
the Hamlet of Tuktoyaktuk, the Tuktoyaktuk Community Corporation (TCC), Aurora
College and E. Gruben’s Transport Ltd. (EGT). Included in the critique below is also the
“community” at large.
Strengths:
•
•
•

Stakeholder enthusiasm high for the course.
EGT was generous with assistance and in kind contributions.
Radio Bingo helpful with announcements.

Weaknesses:
•
•
•

Local stakeholder meeting participation inconsistent.
Local stakeholder assistance limited.
The Health Center unhelpful and uncooperative.

3.0 Stakeholder Benefits
Here are some of the stakeholder and trainee benefits that have/ will be achieved:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students were provided with safe and quality equipment training, relevant to
northern construction operations.
Students gained from real heavy equipment operating experience fostering their
development.
Students gained as the training took place locally/regionally, avoiding the option
of going south to train.
Contractors provided input in the delivery of the program, which will benefit as
they have contributed to the training of a new workforce.
Contractors have been provided with a pool of trained workers.
Contractors have been provided with an increased local workforce to hire from.
The IRC has benefited, as they are in line with their funding mandates by training
their beneficiaries for employment.
The IRC has benefited by increasing their trained and skilled beneficiary
workforce.

4.0 Lessons Learned and Recommendations for Future Training
•

Advertisement and outreach to smaller communities can be more difficult. Start
advertisement and outreach as early as possible, using different venues i.e. paper
advertisement, bingo announcements, local radio announcements, and word of
mouth.
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•
•
•
•
•

Trainees may require assistance putting together their application. Be aware of
local resources, and accordingly direct to resources if needed.
Applicants and, or trainees often have inconsistent contact information. Ask
trainees to keep their contact information up to date.
If medical health exams are required as per the application, speak to the local
Health Center directly and make them aware of the upcoming program.
Expect and be prepared to deal with complaints from local individuals and
organizations. Speak with those individuals who call in to complain directly.
Explain the program and mediate the problem if necessary.
Speak to students regularly on an informal basis. They will clue you in to the
strengths and weaknesses of the program, so that necessary changes can be made
along the way.

III. Summary Results and Statistics
The Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program commenced on September 14, 2009
and concluded on October 24, 2009. The course was held for six weeks at the E.
Gruben’s Transport base camp facility in Tuktoyaktuk. The course included a theoretical
and practical component.
All ten trainees successfully completed the course and received an Aurora College
‘Record of Achievement’ certificate. Perhaps the success of the course can be best
assessed by emphasizing that there was 100 % trainee achievement.
It is exceptional that all of the trainees successfully completed the course and received a
‘Record of Achievement’ from Aurora College. As mentioned earlier in the stakeholder
benefits, competently training personnel ensures that the community at large, contractors,
and regional stakeholders such at the IRC are provided with an increased local work
force.
1.0 Statistics
Applicant Related Statistics:
Total number of trainees selected to participate in the Program:
Total number of trainee applicants, including trainees who were
selected to participate in the program
Total number of local Tuktoyaktuk trainee applicants:
Total number of non-local trainee applicants:
Total number of male applicants:
Total number of female applicants:

10
25
10
15
24
1

Selected Trainee Related Statistics:
Total number of local Tuktoyaktuk trainees:
Total number of non-local Tuktoyaktuk trainees:

8
2
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Total number of Inuvialuit trainees:
Total number of First Nation trainees:

10
0

Trainee Success Related Statistic:
Total number of successful* trainees:
*Completed the course and received an Aurora College ‘Record
of Achievement’
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Instructor Related Statistics:
Total number of instructors:
Total number of Aboriginal instructors:

2
1

IV. Promotion
The following is included:
1.0 Photos taken of The ‘Heavy Equipment Operators Training Program’.
2.0 Program advertisement.

Closing ceremony group photo. Left of right: Noah Gruben, Logan Gruben, Mathew
Gruben, Bruce Noksana, Fred Gruben Jr., Chris Gruben, Sam Klemic, Kevin St. Amand,
Davie Krengnektak, Peter Louie, Jonas Lucas, Peter Thrasher, (Aurora College) Rory
Voudrach.
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Mathew Gruben (L) and Fred Gruben Jr. (R) studying.

Logan Gruben with instructor Sam Klemic (L) and Kevin St. Amand (R) training in the
field.

One of several training sites.

